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Abstract
We study a scalar zero mode originated from extradimensional components of a gauge
field in a six-dimensional theory compactified on a magnetized torus. We confirm it is
a Nambu-Goldstone boson of the translational symmetry on the torus which is breaking
spontaneously due to magnetic flux. We also show explicitly it is massless up to the
two-loop level. Moreover, we discuss full order contributions by considering the effective
potential.
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1. Introduction
The Standard Model (SM) is the most successful model in particle physics. However, there
are still many mysteries in the SM. For example, the origin of the chiral structure and
the generation structure of fermions has not been revealed. These suggest the existence
of physics beyond the SM.
Extradimensional models are one of the most interesting possibilities beyond the SM.
In particular, flux compactifications provide a lot of attractive results. In fact, four-
dimensional (4D) chiral fermions and their generation structure can be realized by intro-
ducing magnetic fluxes in extradimensions [1]. Moreover, Yukawa couplings were com-
puted explicitly in the magnetized models compactified on tori or toroidal orbifolds [2–5].
In extradimensional models, extradimensional components of gauge fields, which are
often called Wilson-line (WL) scalars, are important since they can be candidates of
4D Higgs fields [6–9]. Recently, quantum corrections to the masses of WL scalars were
calculated in flux compactifications. According to ref. [10–13], the quantum corrections
vanish at the one-loop level with and without supersymmetry. This result is confirmed in a
six-dimensional (6D) U(1) gauge theory [12] and an SU(2) gauge theory [13] compactified
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on a torus T 2 with magnetic flux. In the previous researches, the physical reason for the
cancellation of the mass corrections has been under discussion: the shift symmetry of the
WL scalars [12] or Nambu-Goldstone (NG) bosons of the translational symmetry on a
torus [10,13].
In this paper, we confirm in more detail that the WL scalar is an NG boson of the
translational symmetry by considering commutation relations between the WL scalar and
the momentum operators. We focus on a 6D U(1) gauge theory with a single Weyl
fermion compactified on a magnetized torus as the simplest case. We calculate quantum
corrections to the mass of the WL scalar and show the cancellation up to the two-loop
level. To confirm its masslessness in the full order, we mention the effective potential does
not depend on the value of the WL phase in our setup.
This paper is organized as follows. In section 2, we explain the U(1) gauge theory
on a magnetized torus. In section 3, we show the WL scalar is an NG Boson of the
translations. In section 4, we calculate quantum corrections to the mass of the WL
scalar. We summarize in section 5.
2. Gauge Theory on a Magnetized Torus
We consider a 6D U(1) gauge theory on M4 × T 2 with magnetic flux. In the following,
we consider a square torus as extradimensions and the coordinates on the torus take
values in the interval x5, x6 ∈ [0, 1) for simplicity. We denote 6D spacetime indices by
M = 0, · · · , 3, 5, 6, 4D indices by µ = 0, · · · , 3 and extradimensional indices by m = 5, 6.
We take the metric as gMN = diag(−1,+1, · · · ,+1), and define complex coodinates
z =
1
2
(x5 + ix6), ∂z = ∂5 − i∂6. (1)
We introduce a left-handed 6D Weyl fermion Ψ interacting with a U(1) gauge field
AM . The Lagrangian is given by
L = −1
4
FMNFMN + iΨΓ
MDMΨ− 1
2ξ
(∂µA
µ + ξ∂mA
m)2 , (2)
where FMN = ∂MAN − ∂NAM , DM = ∂M + iqAM and Γ7Ψ = −Ψ. The third term is
a gauge fixing term and ξ ≥ 0 is a gauge fixing parameter.1 We summarize 6D gamma
1This is an extension of the Rξ gauge in the SM.
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matrices in appendix A. It is convenient to define a complex field φ as
φ =
1√
2
(A6 + iA5) . (3)
A constant magnetic flux f is given by the nontrivial background or VEVs of extradi-
mensional components of the gauge field. In this paper, we introduce it as follows.
〈A5〉 = −1
2
f (x6 + θ6) , 〈A6〉 = 1
2
f (x5 + θ5) , (4)
where θ5,6 are constant WL phases. This configuration satisfies the classical equation of
motion
∂M〈FMN〉 = 0. (5)
Accordingly, the VEV of the complex field φ is given as
〈φ〉 = 1√
2
f
(
z + θ
)
, (6)
where θ = (θ5 + iθ6) /2. The magnetic flux is quantized on the torus,
q
2pi
∫
T 2
d2x〈F56〉 = qf
2pi
= N ∈ Z. (7)
Using two-component Weyl fermions ψ and χ defined in appendix A, we can rewrite
the Lagrangian (2) as follows.
L =− 1
4
F µνFµν − 1
2ξ
∂µA
µ∂νA
ν − ∂µϕ†∂µϕ− 1
2
∂zA
µ∂zAµ − 1
2
f 2
− 1
4
(
∂zϕ
† + ∂zϕ
)2
+
ξ
4
(
∂zϕ
† − ∂zϕ
)2
+ iψσµDµψ
† + iχσµDµχ†
+ χ
(
∂z + 2piN
(
z + θ
)
+
√
2qϕ
)
ψ + χ†
(
∂z + 2piN (z + θ) +
√
2qϕ†
)
ψ†, (8)
where ϕ is a quantum fluctuation of φ around the VEV,
φ = 〈φ〉+ ϕ. (9)
In the following of this paper, we consider N > 0 without loss of generality. We define
following operators,
a =
1√
4piN
(
∂z + 2piN
(
z + θ
))
, (10)
a† = − 1√
4piN
(∂z − 2piN (z + θ)) . (11)
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These satisfy the commutaion relations of creation and annihilation operators,
[a, a†] = 1, others = 0. (12)
Mode functions of the two-component fermions are defined by these operators as
aλ0j(z + θ) = 0, λnj(z + θ) =
1√
n!
(
a†
)n
λ0j(z + θ). (13)
where j = 0, · · · , |N | − 1 labels the degeneracy.2 The WL phase θ shifts the position of
the mode functions on the torus. These functions satisfy a orthonormality condition∫
T 2
d2xλnj(z + θ)λn′j′(z + θ) = δnn′δjj′ . (14)
By use of this set of functions, the 6D fermions are Kaluza-Klein (KK) expanded,
ψ(x, z) =
∑
n,j
ψnj(x)λnj(z + θ), (15)
χ(x, z) =
∑
n,j
χnj(x)λnj(z + θ). (16)
It is useful to define 4D left-handed Weyl fermions Ψ0j and Dirac fermions Ψnj,
Ψ0j =
(
ψ0j
0
)
, Ψnj =
(
ψnj
χ†n−1j
)
. (17)
The KK expansions for bosons are given by
Aµ(x, z) =
∑
l,m
Aµ,lm(x)e
zMlm−zM lm , (18)
ϕ(x, z) =
∑
l,m
ϕlm(x)e
zMlm−zM lm , (19)
where Mlm = 2pi (m+ il). Aµ,−l−m = A
†
µ,lm is satisfied since the gauge field Aµ is real.
The scalar zero mode ϕ0 is called a WL scalar because the WL phase multiplied by an
appropriate factor fθ/
√
2 can be interpreted as its VEV. Before the dimensional reduction,
we define 4D complex scalar fields ηlm and σlm when l or m is non-zero for convenience,
ηlm =
|Mlm|√
2
(
1
Mlm
ϕlm − 1
M lm
ϕ†−l−m
)
, (20)
σlm =
|Mlm|√
2
(
1
Mlm
ϕlm +
1
M lm
ϕ†−l−m
)
. (21)
2Explicit forms of the mode functions including massive modes are studied in ref. [14].
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Substituting the KK expansions (15), (16), (18) and (19) into the Lagrangian (8) and
integrating it on a torus, we obtain the following 4D effective Lagrangian,
L4D =− 1
4
F µν0 Fµν,0 −
1
2ξ
∂µA
µ
0∂νA
ν
0
−
∑
l,m
(
1
2
F µν†lm Fµν,lm +
1
ξ
∂µA
µ†
lm∂νA
ν
lm + |Mlm|2Aµ†lmAµ,lm
)
− 1
2
f 2
− ∂µϕ†0∂µϕ0 −
∑
l,m
(
∂µη
†
lm∂
µηlm + ∂µσ
†
lm∂
µσlm + |Mlm|2η†lmηlm + ξ|Mlm|2σ†lmσlm
)
+
∑
n,j
(
iΨnjγ
µ∂µΨnj +
√
4piNnΨnjΨnj
)
−
∑
n,j
qΨnjγ
µAµ,0Ψnj
−
∑
l,m;n,j;n′,j′
(
qe−θMlm+θM lmΨnjγ
µ,lm
nj,n′j′Aµ,lmΨn′j′ + qe
θMlm−θM lmΨnjγ
µ,−l−m
nj,n′j′ A
†
µ,lmΨn′j′
)
+
∑
n,j
(√
2qϕ0Ψn+1jPLΨnj +
√
2qϕ†0ΨnjPRΨn+1j
)
+
∑
l,m;n,j;n′,j′
{
q
|Mlm|e
−θMlm+θM lm (ηlmΨnjAlmnj,n′j′Ψn′j′ + σlmΨnjBlmnj,n′j′Ψn′j′)
+
q
|Mlm|e
θMlm−θM lm
(
η†lmΨnjA
−l−m
nj,n′j′Ψn′j′ − σ†lmΨnjB−l−mnj,n′j′Ψn′j′
)}
, (22)
where PL,R are 4D chirality projection operators
PL =
1− γ5
2
, PR =
1 + γ5
2
, (23)
and the coefficients are given by
γµ,lmnj,n′j′ =
(
0 C lmn−1j,n′−1j′σ
µ
C lmnj,n′j′σ
µ 0
)
, (24)
Almnj,n′j′ =
(
MlmC
lm
n−1j,n′j′ 0
0 −M lmC lmnj,n′−1j′
)
, (25)
Blmnj,n′j′ =
(
MlmC
lm
n−1j,n′j′ 0
0 M lmC
lm
nj,n′−1j′
)
, (26)
with the overlap integrals
C lmnj,n′j′ =
∫
T 2
d2xezMlm−zM lmλnj(z)λn′j′(z). (27)
When n or n′ is a negative integer, we define C lmnj,n′j′ = 0. Here, C
lm
nj,n′j′ is defined for
the WL phase θ = 0 and independent of θ. In the 4D effective Lagrangian (22) and the
following, the sum of l and m is in the following range,
−∞ ≤ l ≤ ∞,
{
0 ≤ m ≤ ∞ (l > 0)
1 ≤ m ≤ ∞ (l ≤ 0). (28)
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We note the scalar fields ηlm and σlm are physical particles and NG bosons in the 4D
effective theory, respectively. The KK masses of NG bosons σlm depend on the gauge
fixing parameter ξ and they are eaten by the massive modes of the 4D vector fields Aµ,lm
as their longitudinal components.
By the definition of the overlap integrals, C
lm
nj,n′j′ = C
−l−m
n′j′,nj holds. The following
recurrence relations are obtaind from the definition of the mode functions of the fermions,
√
4piN
(√
nC lmn−1j,n′j′ −
√
n′ + 1C lmnj,,n′+1j′
)
= M lmC
lm
nj,n′j′ , (29)
√
4piN
(√
n+ 1C lmn+1j,n′j′ −
√
n′C lmnj,,n′−1j′
)
= MlmC
lm
nj,n′j′ . (30)
These equations are useful to calculate two-loop corrections in section 4.
3. Wilson-line Scalar as an NG Boson
The Lagrangian (8) does not have the translational symmetry on the torus unlike the
Lagrangian (2) since the magnetic flux is introduced as the VEVs of extradimensional
components of the gauge field and they depends on the coordinates on the torus. However,
the Lagrangian (8) is invariant under the transformation combining the translations on the
torus and a constant shift for the fluctuation field ϕ because of the original translational
symmetry.
δAµ, ψ, χ = (∂z + ∂z)Aµ, ψ, χ, δϕ = (∂z + ∂z)ϕ+
√
2
f. (31)
Especially, this shift symmetry of the 6D field ϕ is rewritten to that of the WL scalar ϕ0
in the 4D effective theory [12]. Therefore, the WL scalar in this setup is expected to be
an NG boson of the translational symmetry.
To confirm this in more detail, let us consider commutation relations between the
fluctuation ϕ and the Noether charges Pz,z of the translations on the torus. Deriving the
energy momentum tensor from the Lagrangian before introducing the magnetic flux, we
obtain following terms containing ϕ,
T 0z 3 ∂L
∂(∂0φ)
∂zφ+
∂L
∂(∂0φ†)
∂zφ
† = −∂0ϕ†∂zϕ− ∂0ϕ∂zϕ† − f√
2
∂0ϕ, (32)
T 0z 3 ∂L
∂(∂0φ)
∂zφ+
∂L
∂(∂0φ†)
∂zφ
† = −∂0ϕ†∂zϕ− ∂0ϕ∂zϕ† − f√
2
∂0ϕ†. (33)
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Since −∂0ϕ† (−∂0ϕ) is the conjugate momentum of ϕ (ϕ†), the commutation relations
between Pz,z and ϕ are given as follows.
[iPz, ϕ] ≡ i
∫
d3x
∫
T 2
d2x[T 0z(x), ϕ(y)] = ∂zϕ+
1√
2
f, (34)
[iPz, ϕ
†] ≡ i
∫
d3x
∫
T 2
d2x[T 0z(x), ϕ
†(y)] = ∂zϕ† +
1√
2
f. (35)
The VEVs of them are
〈[iPz, ϕ]〉 = f√
2
, 〈[iPz, ϕ†]〉 = f√
2
, others = 0. (36)
This result implies the fluctuation ϕ is an NG boson of the translations.3
Then, we show the WL scalar ϕ0 takes over the property of the 6D field ϕ as an NG
boson after the dimensional reduction. Substituting the KK expansion of ϕ into eqs. (32)
and (33) and integrating them on the torus, we obtain the momentum density in the 4D
effective theory,
T4D
0
z =
∫
T 2
d2xT 0z
3 − f√
2
∂0ϕ0 −
∑
l,m
Mlm
(
ηlm∂
0η†lm − η†lm∂0ηlm + σlm∂0σ†lm − σ†lm∂0σlm
)
, (37)
T4D
0
z =
∫
T 2
d2xT 0z
3 − f√
2
∂0ϕ†0 −
∑
l,m
M lm
(
ηlm∂
0η†lm − η†lm∂0ηlm + σlm∂0σ†lm − σ†lm∂0σlm
)
. (38)
Commutation relations between Pz,z and ϕ0 are
[iPz, ϕ0] ≡ i
∫
d3x[T4D
0
z(x), ϕ0(y)] =
f√
2
, (39)
[iPz, ϕ
†
0] ≡ i
∫
d3x[T4D
0
z(x), ϕ
†
0(y)] =
f√
2
. (40)
Therefore,
〈[iPz, ϕ0]〉 = f√
2
, 〈[iPz, ϕ†0]〉 =
f√
2
, others = 0. (41)
In the 4D effectve theory, the WL scalar ϕ0 is an NG boson of the translational symmetry
on the torus.
3The translational symmetry is assumed in the proof of the ordinary NG theorem. Thus, eqs. (36)
may not be sufficient to claim the 6D field ϕ is an NG boson of the translations. However, this is not a
problem in the discussion about the WL scalar ϕ0 because the translational symmetry in the 4D effective
theory is not breaking.
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4. Quantum Corrections
In section 3, we showed the WL scalar ϕ0 is an NG boson. Therefore, it is expected
to be massless in full order of the perturbation. In this section, we show it is true up
to the two-loop level by diagrammatic calculations and in the full order from the WL
phase independence of the effective potential. Feynman rules we use in the following are
obtained from the 4D effective Lagrangian (22).
4.1 One-loop Corrections
Figure 1: One-loop contributions to the WL scalar mass. Indices of internal lines represent
momentum and KK mode, respectively.
First, we review the one-loop calculation [10, 12]. Fig. 1 shows one-loop contributions to
the mass of ϕ0. The sum of the loops over the mode of fermions is
I1-loop = 16piNq2
∞∑
n=0
∫
d4p
(2pi)4
p2
(p2 + n)(p2 + n+ 1)
= 16piNq2
∞∑
n=0
∫
d4p
(2pi)4
(
n+ 1
p2 + n+ 1
− n
p2 + n
)
= 0, (42)
where an appropriate change of the integral variable is performed to simplify the masses
in propagators. In the second to third line, we regularize the sum by the shift n→ n+ 1
in the second term.4 We also use this reguralization method in the two-loop calculations.
Therefore, the WL scalar ϕ0 is massless at the one-loop level.
4The same result is obtained by the combination of dimensional regularization and zeta function
regularization [11].
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4.2 Two-loop Corrections
Figure 2: Two-loop contributions including ϕ0 as an internal line.
Let us consider two-loop contributions to the mass of ϕ0. There are six types of two-loop
contributions including the WL scalar ϕ0 as an internal line (see fig. 2). The sum of these
two-loops over the mode of fermions is
I2-loopϕ0 =− 32piiNq4
∞∑
n=0
∫
d4pd4k
(2pi)8
p · k
(p− k)2
×
[
2(n+ 1)
(p2 + n+ 1)(p2 + n+ 2)(k2 + n)(k2 + n+ 1)
− p
2
(p2 + n)(p2 + n+ 1)2(k2 + n)
+
n+ 1
(p2 + n+ 2)(k2 + n)(k2 + n+ 1)2
− k
2
(p2 + n+ 1)(k2 + n)2(k2 + n+ 1)
+
n+ 1
(p2 + n+ 1)2(p2 + n+ 2)(k2 + n)
]
=− 32piiNq4
∞∑
n=0
∫
d4pd4k
(2pi)8
p · k
(p− k)2
×
[
n
(p2 + n)(k2 + n)
− n+ 1
(p2 + n+ 1)(k2 + n+ 1)
− n
(p2 + n+ 1)(k2 + n)
+
n+ 1
(p2 + n+ 2)(k2 + n+ 1)
+
n
(p2 + n+ 1)(k2 + n)2
− n+ 1
(p2 + n+ 2)(k2 + n+ 1)2
]
= 0. (43)
To obtain the last equality, we regularize the sum in the same way as the above one-loop
calculation.
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Figure 3: Two-loop contributions including Aµ,0 as an internal line.
Next, we consider contributions from the two-loop diagrams including the vector zero
mode Aµ,0 as an internal line (see fig. 3). We consider only when the gauge fixing
parameter ξ = 1 for simplicity. The sum of these contributions is also seen to be zero in
the same way as above.
I2-loopA0 =− 32piiNq4
∞∑
n=0
∫
d4pd4k
(2pi)8
1
(p− k)2
×
[
(2n+ 1)p · k + 2p2k2 + 2n(n+ 1)
(p2 + n)(p2 + n+ 1)(k2 + n)(k2 + n+ 1)
− (p
2 − n− 1)p · k + 4(n+ 1)p2
(p2 + n)(p2 + n+ 1)2(k2 + n+ 1)
− (p
2 − n)p · k + 4np2
(p2 + n)2(p2 + n+ 1)(k2 + n)
]
=− 32piiNq4
∞∑
n=0
∫
d4pd4k
(2pi)8
1
(p− k)2
×
[{
2n
(p2 + n)(k2 + n)
− 2(n+ 1)
(p2 + n+ 1)(k2 + n+ 1)
}
p · k − 2n
(p2 + n)(k2 + n)
+
2(n+ 1)
(p2 + n+ 1)(k2 + n+ 1)
+
4n2
(p2 + n)2(k2 + n)
− 4(n+ 1)
2
(p2 + n+ 1)2(k2 + n+ 1)
]
= 0. (44)
Figure 4: Two-loop contributions including ηlm as an internal line.
Fig. 4 shows two-loop contributions including massive physical scalars ηlm. We have
to note there are three more types of diagrams where the direction of the scalar internal
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line is flipped in addition to above three; that is, we consider six types of diagrams in
total. The sum over the mode of fermions is
I2-loopηlm =− 16piiNq4
∞∑
n,n′=−1
∫
d4pd4k
(2pi)8
1
(p− k)2 + |Mlm|2
4piN
×
[
αnn′ + βnn′
(p2 + n)(k2 + n′)
− αnn′+1 + βnn′
(p2 + n)(k2 + n′ + 1)
− αnn′ + βn+1n′
(p2 + n+ 1)(k2 + n′)
+
αnn′+1 + βn+1n′
(p2 + n+ 1)(k2 + n′ + 1)
+
γnn′
(p2 + n)2(k2 + n′)
− γn+1n′+1
(p2 + n+ 1)2(k2 + n′ + 1)
+
δnn′
(p2 + n)(k2 + n′)2
− δn+1n′+1
(p2 + n+ 1)(k2 + n′ + 1)2
]
= 0, (45)
where
αnn′ = − 1√
4piN
{
Mlm
(√
nC lmn−1j,n′j′C
lm
nj,n′j′ +
√
n+ 1C lmnj,n′−1j′C
lm
n+1j,n′−1j′
)
p · k
−2
√
n′Re
(
MlmC
lm
nj,n′j′C
lm
nj,n′−1j′
)
p2
}
, (46)
βnn′ =
1√
4piN
{
Mlm
(√
n′C lmnj,n′j′C
lm
nj,n′−1j′ +
√
n′ + 1C lmn−1j,n′+1j′C
lm
n−1j,n′j′
)
p · k
−2√nRe
(
MlmC
lm
n−1j,n′j′C
lm
nj,n′j′
)
k2
}
, (47)
γnn′ = n
(∣∣C lmnj,n′−1j′∣∣2 + ∣∣C lmn−1j,n′j′∣∣2) p · k − 2√nn′|Mlm|2 Re
(
M2lmC
lm
n−1j,n′j′C
lm
nj,n′−1j′
)
p2,
(48)
δnn′ = n
′
(∣∣C lmnj,n′−1j′∣∣2 + ∣∣C lmn−1j,n′j′∣∣2) p · k − 2√nn′|Mlm|2 Re
(
M2lmC
lm
n−1j,n′j′C
lm
nj,n′−1j′
)
k2.
(49)
In this calculation, we use properties of the overlap integral C lmnj,n′j′ such as eqs. (29) and
(30). Note that we define C lmnj,n′j′ = 0 when n or n
′ is a negative integer.
It is also shown that the sum of two-loop contributions including the NG scalars σlm
as an internal line is zero in the almost same way as above.
Figure 5: Two-loop contributions including Aµ,lm as an internal line.
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Lastly, we consider contributions including massive vectors Aµ,lm (see fig. 5). We note
there are also two choises of the direction of vector internal lines since Aµ,lm is complex.
When the gauge fixing parameter ξ = 1, the sum of them is
I2-loopAlm =− 32piiNq4
∞∑
n,n′=−1
∫
d4pd4k
(2pi)8
1
(p− k)2 + |Mlm|2
4piN
×
[
α′nn′ + β
′
nn′ − ′nn′
(p2 + n)(k2 + n′)
− α
′
nn′+1 + δ
′
nn′+1
(p2 + n)(k2 + n′ + 1)
− β
′
n+1n′ + γ
′
n+1n′
(p2 + n+ 1)(k2 + n′)
+
γ′n+1n′+1 + δ
′
n+1n′+1 + 
′
n+1n′+1
(p2 + n+ 1)(k2 + n′ + 1)
+
ζ ′nn′
(p2 + n)2(k2 + n′)
− ζ
′
n+1n′+1
(p2 + n+ 1)2(k2 + n′ + 1)
+
η′nn′
(p2 + n)(k2 + n′)2
− η
′
n+1n′+1
(p2 + n+ 1)(k2 + n′ + 1)2
]
= 0, (50)
where
α′nn′ = −
Mlm√
4piN
{(√
nC lmn−1j,n′−1j′C
lm
nj,n′−1j′ +
√
n+ 1C lmnj,n′j′C
lm
n+1j,n′j′
)
p · k
+2
√
nn′
(√
nC lmnj,n′j′C
lm
nj,n′−1j′ +
√
n+ 1C lmn−1j,n′−1j′C
lm
n+1j,n′j′
)}
, (51)
β′nn′ =
Mlm√
4piN
{(√
n′C lmn−1j,n′j′C
lm
n−1j,n′−1j′ +
√
n′ + 1C lmnj,n′+1j′C
lm
nj,n′j′
)
p · k
+2
√
nn′
(√
n′C lmn−1j,n′j′C
lm
nj,n′j′ +
√
n′ + 1C lmnj,n′+1j′C
lm
n−1j,n′−1j′
)}
, (52)
γ′n+1n′ = −
Mlm√
4piN
{(√
nC lmn−1j,n′−1j′C
lm
nj,n′−1j′ +
√
n+ 1C lmnj,n′j′C
lm
n+1j,n′j′
)
p · k
+2
√
(n+ 1)n′
(√
nC lmn−1j,n′−1j′C
lm
n+1j,n′j′ +
√
n+ 1C lmnj,n′j′C
lm
nj,n′−1j′
)}
, (53)
δ′nn′+1 =
Mlm√
4piN
{(√
n′C lmn−1j,n′j′C
lm
n−1j,n′−1j′ +
√
n′ + 1C lmnj,n′+1j′C
lm
nj,n′j′
)
p · k
+2
√
n(n′ + 1)
(√
n′C lmnj,n′+1j′C
lm
n−1j,n′−1j′ +
√
n′ + 1C lmn−1j,n′j′C
lm
nj,n′j′
)}
, (54)
′nn′ = 4
√
nn′Re
(
C lmnj,n′j′C
lm
n−1j,n′−1j′
)
, (55)
ζ ′nn′ = n
(∣∣C lmn−1j,n′−1j′∣∣2 + ∣∣C lmnj,n′j′∣∣2) p · k + 4n√nn′Re(C lmnj,n′j′C lmn−1j,n′−1j′) , (56)
η′nn′ = n
′
(∣∣C lmn−1j,n′−1j′∣∣2 + ∣∣C lmnj,n′j′∣∣2) p · k + 4n′√nn′Re(C lmnj,n′j′C lmn−1j,n′−1j′) . (57)
Therefore, quantum corrections to the mass of the WL scalar vanish up to the two-loop
level.
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4.3 Effective Potential
The WL phase with an appropriate factor fθ/
√
2 is a VEV of the WL scalar ϕ0. Thus,
its mass squared m2ϕ0 is obtained as the second derivative of the effective potential Veff in
the 4D effective theory respect to the VEV,
m2ϕ0 =
2
f 2
∂2Veff
∂θ∂θ
. (58)
In our setup, propagators or mass spectra in the 4D effective theory are independent of
the WL phase θ. Furthermore, bubble graphs which contribute to Veff always include
conjugate pare vertices proportional to eθMlm−θM lm or e−θMlm+θM lm . Thus, θ-dependence
of vertices is cancelled in each bubble graph and Veff is independent of θ. Therefore, the
WL scalar is massless in the full order.
Because of θ-independence of Veff , a mechanism which dynamically determines the
value of the WL phase, i.e. the Hosontani mechanism [8,9], does not work in our setup.
5. Summary
In this paper, we have studied properties of the WL scalar in a 6D U(1) gauge theory
compactified on a torus with magnetic flux. In the previous researches, it has been shown
that the quantum corrections to the masses of the WL scalars vanish at the one-loop level
in a few gauge theories on a magnetized torus. The physical reason for this masslessness
has been discussed to be the shift symmetry of the WL scalars or that they are NG bosons
of the translations on the torus.
First, we derived the 4D effective Lagrangian including the WL phase from the dimen-
sional reduction of U(1) gauge theory on M4 × T 2 with magnetic flux. The main target
of this paper was a scalar zero mode originated from the extradimensional components of
the gauge field.
The translational symmetry on the torus is breaking spontaneously due to magnetic
flux. To confirm the WL scalar is an NG boson of this translations, we computed commu-
tation relations between the WL scalar and the momentum operators. In the 6D theory,
extradimensional components of the gauge field are NG bosons and their property as NG
bosons is taken over by the WL scalar after dimensional reduction.
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Using the 4D effective Lagrangian, we have calculated quantum corrections to the
mass of the WL scalar up to the two-loop level. The corrections cancel non-trivially by
summing up contributions from all the fermion KK modes. To confirm the masslessness
of the WL scalar, we have also discussed the effective potential. Since it is independent
of the WL phase, the WL scalar is indeed massless in the full order. In addition, the WL
phase is not determined dynamically like some gauge-Higgs unification (GHU) models.
In this paper, we have focused only on a 6D U(1) gauge theory compactified on
a magnetized torus. It would be interesting to confirm the cancellation of higher-loop
corrections in other gauge theories or to generalize this result to flux compactifications
on other manifolds.
Since massless scalars are phenomenologically undesirable, we are also interested in
how to make the WL scalars massive, that is, pseudo-NG bosons without spoiling desirable
results of flux compactifications such as the chiral structure and the generation structure
of fermions. If it is possible, the application to GHU models might be interesting.
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A. Gamma Matrices
The gamma matrices we used in this paper satisfy the 6D Clifford algebra
{ΓM ,ΓN} = −2gMN . (59)
Our choice for 6D gamma matrices are
Γµ =
(
γµ 0
0 γµ
)
, Γ5 =
(
0 iγ5
iγ5 0
)
, Γ6 =
(
0 −γ5
γ5 0
)
, (60)
where the 4D gamma matrices are given by
γµ =
(
0 σµ
σµ 0
)
, γ5 = iγ0γ1γ2γ3 =
( −1 0
0 1
)
. (61)
In this notation, the 6D chirality operator is given by
Γ7 = Γ0Γ1Γ2Γ3Γ5Γ6 =
(
γ5 0
0 −γ5
)
. (62)
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For these gamma matrices, we can decompose a left-handed 6D Weyl fermion Ψ into
two-component Weyl fermions ψ and χ as follows.
Ψ =
(
ψL
ψR
)
: γ5ψL = −ψL, γ5ψR = ψR,
ψL =
(
ψ
0
)
, ψR =
(
0
χ†
)
. (63)
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